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FAQs for Agriculture Technology
Frequently Asked Questions
1. Are we provided soft or hardcopy notes?
You may download the summary notes for each course via the iSpring platform. As the e-Learning
lesson is designed to be interactive with text, audio and visual integrated, the soft/hardcopy
version of the course slides will not be provided.
For knowledge retention, we encourage you to supplement these summary notes with your own
set of notes suited to your learning needs. We understand the need for knowledge retention and
please allow us to suggest some ways in which you can do this.
a. Choose the desired note-taking tool and develop a general outline for where the
ideas/concepts will be placed on the page or screen. This could be in the form of a mind
map for example.
b. Actively listen to the online lecture or presentation to gather the necessary information.
c. Mentally absorb and process the information, then select the key takeaways that must
be included in the notes.
d. Sketch out the important aspects of the online lesson that must be retained and recalled
for later use.
We hope that these suggestions will be useful for you.
2. Can I save/download the course material for future reference?
You will not be able to save/download the materials. You are encouraged to take down notes and
download the summary notes for reference and reflection.
3. Why is the progress/completion percentage less than a 100% despite having viewed all the
slides in the course?
We will not be tracking the percentage of completed slide views in the courses.
It is possible that you may have skipped a slide, have not watched a video or did not access the
resources (if available) on the top right corner, then the percent completion will be less than
100%. There is no cause for concern as long as you have viewed the slides. You can go through
the lesson again if you wish.
It will be considered that you have completed the course when you have achieved a minimum
of 50% (15/30) for the 30 questions final quiz (E.g. Quiz_Growth and Development of
Agricultural Produce).
4. How do I check my results for quiz?
For the final quiz, you can click on the quiz itself to review your answers. The answer key will be
visible only if you have passed the quiz. The marks will also be stated. Alternatively, you can check
your email (the email address you have keyed in at the beginning of the quiz, do check spam
folder too) for the quiz results. The answer key will not be visible in the email.
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5. Can I reattempt the quiz?
Yes. While multiple attempts are allowed, please note that only scores from the latest attempt
will be captured.
6. Will we have access to the course materials after the due date?
No. The course materials will only be accessible until the due date.
7. Will the course be extended if quiz cannot be completed in time?
The course will not be extended beyond the stipulated 3 months.
8. Can I re-enrol into this course again if I need more time to complete the courses and quizzes?
Yes, you may re-enrol in the next available intake of this course. However, please take note
that you might have to pay full course fees stated for the next intake. The Certificate of
Completion will only be awarded based on the new intake you have enrolled in.
9. When will I receive my Certificate of Completion?
If you have achieved a minimum of 50% score for all 6 quizzes, you will receive an e-Certificate
via email within two weeks upon completion of course.

